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“Marti is not only a talented singer and writer, but
she understands the audience is there to be
entertained.” - Tony Starlight, Owner, Tony Starlight’s
Supperclub & Lounge

Marti Mendenhall is a magnetic, engaging performer,
whose live shows are hip, entertaining and original.
Mendenhall's Post-Jazz-Pop appeal and stellar vocal
improvisations captivate audiences with the passion
of Jazz and the singability of Pop. Compared to
Michael Bublé, Sophie Milman and Jamie Cullum,
she sings both jazz standards and a catalog of
original songs at her high-energy shows.
Mendenhall is quickly gaining regional momentum
as a Jazz teacher, adjudicator songwriter and
performer. Marti Mendenhall is “a rare cross-over
songwriter and an outstanding entertainer!”

“Marti is one of Portland's premiere jazz vocalists.
Her band played our recent Marathon Scholars
fundraising gala and it was fabulous. Working with
Marti was a breeze and her band was professional,
prompt and prepared. Marti's well-crafted
arrangements and talendted vocal stylings set the
right ambiance and helped make our event a
success.”
- Jennifer Davis, VP Marketing & Project Strategy,
Planar Systems

“One of the most professional entertainers yet ...
with a sold-out house! Her music was a thrill to all
present, and her communication with the audience
was a sight to behold.”
- Jim Templeton - Owner, Ivories Jazz Restaurant

“Marti was a perfect fit for our Jazz Festival!! Her
performance ... was entertaining, inspirational and
instructive ... a singer with a solid classical
technique who is able to make daring and skillful
improvisations. As a clinician, Mendenhal was
enthusiastic and encouraging, offering specifics to
improve the performances of the school choirs ...
There is no question we would have her back ...
again!”
- Jim Jirak, Director, Boise State Vocal Jazz Festival

“... a superbly trained voice that can do most
anything she asks of it." - Mike Horsfall, Tall Jazz

Highlights Include:
Bite of Oregon, Jimmy Mak's,
Ivories, Tony Starlight's, Mazzas,
Portland Center for Performing
Arts, Boise State Jazz Festival
Jazz in Jacoby Jazz Festival
Radio Appearances:
KMHD Jazz Connections, Tony Pacini
KMHD Bright Moments, Lynn Darroch
Tasty Tuesday, Steven Shomler
KMUZ Jazz N' Stuff, Pete Tosi
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